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RAILEN

INTRODUCING GATAC MANUFACTURE
POUE’ATHLĒNG E YAI AO’TO.’A’NG.AT’AK
Many Humans think of Xi’an culture as alien in every sense of
the word. However, there are clear advantages to be gained
from sharing advanced methods of starfaring. Gatac’s first entry
into the UEE ship market, the Railen, is an elegant interspecies
commercial freighter built for both Human and Xi'an crews
looking for a safe, reliable cargo solution.

Among the major houses of the Xi’an Empire, House Gatak
maintains a special place in its history. During the Great
Divide (a devastating civil war that nearly ripped the Empire
apart), House Gatak served as a vassal to House Ru’a,
building and maintaining vehicles and spacecraft integral to
its logistics operations.
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HOUSE GATAK
When House Kl.ō, reeling in the conflict of the Great Divide,
engaged in a misguided act that poisoned the atmosphere of Xi’an
homeworld RyiX’yan, three Gatak elders perished alongside Ru’a’s
leaders. When the dust finally settled, and Ru’a was made the first
Xi’an Imperial House, Emperor Ya.l'ē se Ru’a honored House Gatak
for its service and sacrifice, awarding it exclusive rights to build
industrial spacecraft for the Empire into perpetuity.

Today, House Gatak (via Gatac Manufacture) celebrates its first
foray into the human market. Utilizing patented grav-lev
technology and time-tested traditional designs updated for
2951 and beyond, the Railen is a prime example of why the
Xi’an Empire has trusted House Gatak to produce its industrial
vessels for centuries.
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INTERIOR
The cockpit has been
reimagined to comfortably
accommodate both Human
and Xi’an crew.

KALO’E E SAN

Access the Railen swiftly and
effectively thanks to a
state-of-the-art grav-lev lift.

COCKPIT SEATS

KALO’E E SAN

EXTERIOR
GRAV-LEV LIFT

Unlike anything seen in Xi’an or Human ships before it, the Railen’s
convention-defying interior changes the game when it comes to synergy between
Xi’an and Human hauling concerns, from the creative employment of traditional
Xi’an grav-lev tech to innovative facilities that accommodate interspecies crews.
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DESIGN STYLE
Time-tested design principals, refined
and perfected by House Gatak over
the centuries, have been expertly
reimagined for interspecies use.
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INTERIOR GRAV-LEV LIFT
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INTERIOR GRAV-LEV LIFT
A cutting-edge lift utilizes the latest
grav-lev tech for easy access all of
the ship’s decks.

A fully loaded galley includes both
refrigeration/heating implements
for Human cuisine alongside
fermentation vessels and a
growth wall for Xi’an
gourmands.

HUMAN &
XI’AN FACILITIES

XI'AN NUTRITION
AMPHORA

For this Human-market debut, Gatac has ensured every part of
the Railen is accessible to both Xi’an and Human crew
members, creating a functional testament to the power of
collaboration and a spiritual embodiment of the heights that
can be achieved through interspecies harmony.
Designed to effortlessly accommodate both Xi'an and Humans,
the Railen’s revolutionary living spaces allow for mixed crews
to travel in comfort, even on extremely long hauls. From
component access to on-board facilities, the Railen spares no
comfort in exchange for convenience.

SLEEPING PODS
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GALLEY

Adaptable sleeping pods
feature a retractable bed,
allowing for easy conversion
between Human and Xi’an use.

SCRATCH WALL
COMMODE
State-of-the-art facilities accommodate
Human and Xi’an waste, disposing of unwanted
materials efficiently and discretely.

A traditional fixture of any Xi’an
habitation, conveniently
exfoliate dead skin and dirt to
stay fresh on long hauls.

A comprehensive offensive configuration featuring quad
missile racks and two manual turrets (each supporting
both Human and Xi’an operation) means that, should the
situation turn dire, the Railen won't find itself outgunned.
The built-in missile racks utilize a unique traditional Xi’an
design, concealing the racks themselves to enhance both
tactical deception and elegance of form. Each turret
comes factory equipped with dual Size 4 weapons.
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2x S4 WEAPONS
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2X BESPOKE S4 MISSILE LAUNCHER
(8XS1 PER RACK)

2X BESPOKE
S3 MISSILE LAUNCHER
(2XS2 PER RACK)
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INTERSPECIES
MANUAL TURRET

WEAPONS

CARGO PODS

Gatac has been perfecting the art of industrial freight
transport for centuries. The distinctly diverse silhouettes
created by Gatac ships and their myriad cargo
configurations are a common sight to anyone who has
traversed the Xi’an Empire. Now, they will become
familiar in the star systems of the UEE too.

KA’ARAI
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CARGO
Bespoke cargo pods utilize high-grade alloy from
the El'Sin system and a unique shape, maximizing
payload capacity with a combined 320 SCU, ensures
freight remains safe on the most turbulent flights.

DIMENSIONS
& SPECIFICATION

RĀNKE’U UTH UNNŌOA E SANRAILEN
DECK THREE

COCKPIT
SHIP ITEMS ACCESS
DOCKING

LENTH
WIDTH
HEIGHT
MAX CARGO
MAX CREW
STATIONS

53m (FLIGHT) 65m (LANDED)
52M (FLIGHT) 52M (LANDED)
67M (FLIGHT) 37M (LANDED)
320 SCU
4
1X PILOT SEAT
1X ENGINEERING CONSOLE
2X MANNED TURRETS

DECK TWO

CREW QUARTERS
MANNED TURRET ACCESS
BATHROOM

IN-FLIGHT

DECK ONE

SHIP ENTRANCE

GRAV-LEV LIFT
LANDED

LIFE SUPPORT
POWER PLANT
QUANTUM DRIVE
JUMP DRIVE
SHIELD GENERATOR
COOLERS
SHIELD EMITTER

1X MEDIUM
1X LARGE
1X MEDIUM
1X MEDIUM
2X LARGE
2X LARGE
1X LARGE

COMPUTERS
RADAR
SCANNER
TURRETS
UTILITY MOUNTS
MISSILES

1X MEDIUM
1X MEDIUM
1X MEDIUM
2X MANNED TURRETS
EACH WITH 2X S4 WEAPONS
1X S2 TRACTOR BEAM
2X BESPOKE S4 MISSILE LAUNCHER (8XS1 PER RACK)
2X BESPOKE S3 MISSILE LAUNCHER (2XS2 PER RACK)

